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DYSLEXIA DEMYSTIFIED

HELPING PARENTS TO UNDERSTAND, SUPPORT AND ADVOCATE FOR

THEIR CHILD

KNOWLEDGE STRATEGIES &

TECHNOLOGIES

UNIQUE 

PERSPECTIVE

What dyslexia is and

isn't, dyslexic

strengths & limitations,

dyslexia from a

neurodiversity

perspective and the

latest research in the

dyslexic space

Our unique lived

experiences as dyslexic

young people, speaks to the

emotional impact dyslexia

can have on development

and allows us to reflect on

the strategies our own

parents used to support us

0405 333 036 jemima@hutton.education

www.dyslexiademystified.org

Study strategies and

assistive technologies

suited for dyslexic students.

Critical information around

accommodations, special

consideration, advocation

and future pathways to

employment

Dyslexia Demystified Dyslexia Demystified



WHAT PARENTS HAVE TO SAY
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"Such a great session, actually the best I have been involved in. I can see where I can now prompt my
daughter where she is seeking help from myself and my husband, but also we now have a 'toolbox' of
assistance techniques we can discuss with school and academic support teachers. It has turned my

mind to how we can support our daughter to get through Year 10-12 and beyond that."
 

"You represented really strong role models for my duaghter to aspire to; confident, on the way to
successful careers, making dyslexia work for you."

 
 

"I came to your presentation on Monday night. It was fantastic. I left full of hope and inspiration.
Jemima you speak very well and I could sit and listen to you for hours. You are an amazing

young woman who is going places." 
 
 

"Jemima is an energetic and charismatic presenter who shone a light on the world of the
dyslexic neurodivergent. Well worth listening to." 

"This helped me to really understand how my child’s brain works and gave me practical advice about
how to get the most out of learning. How to support and empower my son to become an independent

learner."


